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Aurora 2AA flashlight review



The Aurora 2AA flashlight.



The Aurora 2AA (Model No. ALJ-012AA) is a high powered LED light powered by 2 AA batteries. The "bulb" of this light is a 1.5 Watt Nichia Jupiter, a direct competitor of Luxeon LED's. The output of this light is "up to 42 lumens"; at least that's what's printed on the package. It's equipped with a convex lens, which focus the beam in to a very tight spotlight like beam. There is also a semi-regulated boost circuit built in, to power the LED. That's because the LED requires a higher voltage than the 2 AA batteries can supply and also for a more efficiently usage of the batteries. It comes in a blister package, with 2 AA Duracell batteries and a nice carrying holster and lanyard.



The Aurora 2AA flashlight The light beam of this light is very powerful and very concentrated, a bit too concentrated for my taste. When aimed at a wall you will get a nice "moon" like spot with some weak rings around the main beam. When you're looking for something, this will create a serious tunnel vision effect, making it harder to find something. Also when you want to light up a trail to see where you are walking, the beam will be too concentrated to light up the trail right in front of you. So you won't be able to see some sticks, and other obstacles in the way. It is however very effective if you only want to light up a certain object from 10 meters (approximate 33feet) to 30 meters (approximate 100 feet) away. Unfortunately that's something I usually don't need. The beam is also a bit blue-ish, typical of most LED light. The beam is however "cool" too see when there is some smoke.



Aurora Beam The lens is a convex type of lens, not the normal flat protective screen like on most lights. Not sure what the material is, but it doesn't scratch as easily as polycarbonate, but it ain't glass either. Probably some kind of plastic.



The on/off switch of this light is a reverse clickie, mounted on the side of the light. The length of the flashlight is pretty long for a 2AA flashlight (173mm), but that's needed to house the boost circuit. The finish of this light is "gun metal" anodized aluminium, probably type II. I have not scratched it with normal use. I did manage to wear off some of the finish on the head, when I took a pair of pliers and tried to turn the head off, which didn't work. The thread of the tail
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Aurora 2AA flashlight review cap is well lubricated and has an O-ring on the end for water resistance.



The light 2 AA batteries for size comparison



size comparison Aurora 2AA, police brand xenon light, Il-81, Nuwai Q3 The included sheath is well built, it's better quality than the one's that came with my Nuwai Q3 flashlight. The sheath is a bit stiff and has a Velcro closure flap. It feels strong and solid. The supplied lanyard is already installed, saving you the hassle of trying to stick the little loop in to lanyard holes. No complaints (except for the beam) or detected failures after using it for awhile, but I must mention that this light is not my everyday carry (EDC) light; so it has not seen extensive use.



Good points: looks good, feels good, uses easy to get AA batteries, flawless beam, nice sheath and lanyard.



Bad points: the beam is too concentrated and a bit blue-ish.



Overall it's a well-made light, but the beam is just not practical, at least for me. If only they had a wider beam... but for the price I paid for it: 13.60 euros it was a good buy. I'm not sure I would have said the same if I bought it at retail prices, though! (MSRP: $35.99)



More reviews can be found here and here There is also a CR123A and a 2C cell version available.



Any additions or corrections will be posted on the comment section below.



Post-scriptum :Version 1.0 12/20/2005
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AURORA 

This woman who sat there and begged for a few pennies. I guessed ... passed her by with my almost one year old daughter in her pushchair, and let whatever.
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pv isored aurora 

DÃ©claration de conformitÃ© EU. Fait Ã  Gonesse, le 01/12/2016. Nous dÃ©clarons que le ... Directives europÃ©ennes. AL 13120ABS. AL 13121ABS. AL 13120ABDS.
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2000006660 - CPX 4 Flashlight - pdfstream.manualsonline.com 

the warranty does not cover Acts of God, such as fire, flood, hurricanes and tornadoes. Warranty void if damage to the product results from the use of a part other ...
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led highbay - Aurora Lighting 

Website: www.aurora.eu.com. Document version â€“ AU-LED_HIGHBAY_V1_13_ENG&FRE. LED HIGHBAY. PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS ...
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2AA LED WHS (Page 1) - Maglite 

Lampe torche Ã  2 piles AA (LR06). Linterna de 2 pilas AA. LED. Candle Mode - Eclairage vertical de type bougie - Modalidad de vela. Mini MagliteÂ® flashlights convert quickly into candle mode in three easy steps. Step 1: Unscrew flashlight head. Ste
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Liasse fiscale AURORA 

de propriÃ©tÃ© : *. Immobilisations : Stocks : Renvois : (1) Dont droit au bail : NÃ©ant *. CR. NÂ° 2050- SD. â€“ (SDNC-DGFiP) - Octobre 2017. â‘ . AURORA. 5 5 2 0 4 9 ...
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DOWN FLAT PANELS - Aurora Lighting 

LEAVE A COPY FOR THE USER / MAINTENANCE ENGINEER FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. IMPORTANT ... The AU-SU101A is suitable for a suspended installation only ... Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment Regulations (WEEE) requires that any of our products showing 
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led pendant lights - Aurora Lighting 

Beware of joists, water pipes and electric cables when drilling holes. 2. ... Aurora does not levy any WEEE disposal charges to its customers for affected WEEE.
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Review 

including a possible heterogeneous clinical phenotype depending on .... the lesions are eliminated, but the cellular contexts (phases of the cell cycle .... Analysis of p53 response in cell lines after various types of stress has ... was associated w
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Javelin Aurora Main Packing Instruction 

Mar 27, 2017 - formation skydiving, free flying, or any other similar skydiving activity other than wing suiting. Step 1. ... Flip main bag into container rotating 180.
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Emergency Powerbank Flashlight User Manuel Manuel d'usario ... 

(1) User's Manual. (1) Wrist Strap. Micro-USB Connection Cable. LED Indicators. On/O switch. Micro-USB input. USB Output. Cap. Window Breaker. Seatbelt ...
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1999 aurora fuse diagram dbid 71c7 
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dentro aurora libro rosino maranesi dbid jrbu 
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LED Emergency Lighting Exit Signs - Aurora Lighting 

Before commencing installation or maintenance, ensure electricity is switched off at the mains. 1. Fit the mounting bracket in the required position. Be aware of ...
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AU-MD10030 LED COB Module - Aurora Lighting 

Put the LED driver into the ceiling cut-out and position it at least 100mm from ... product from other waste types and recycle it responsibly at your local facilities.
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universal fire rated downlights - Aurora Lighting 

Blanket type insulation ... NE L'INSTALLEZ PAS dans du plÃ¢tre neuf ou dans des zones humides. ... Ne serrez pas l'isolation trop prÃ¨s autour du luminaire.
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Emergency Powerbank Flashlight User Manuel Manuel d'usario ... 

To charge the flashlight/powerbank, use the included micro-USB cable to connect to a standard USB charging ... 3 watts, 220 lumens. Multifunction On/Off button ...
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Review Review - Bourse de MontrÃ©al 

31 dÃ©c. 2000 - The autumn also saw the Bourse celebrate the 25th anniversary of its options market, and launch its new electronic trading platform known as ...
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User Review 
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